Shutts & Bowen Recognized as a 2020 AmLaw 200 Firm for Sixth Year in a Row
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Shutts & Bowen was recently recognized in the 2020 AmLaw 200, a ranking compiled by *The American Lawyer* that categorizes law firms by revenue, profits-per-partner and number of lawyers.

Shutts was among the top ranks of Florida's law firms, ranking at No. 161 in the 2020 AmLaw 200 list. In addition to increased headcount, the Firm's gross revenue rose by 6.5 percent in the fiscal year ending on Dec. 31, 2019, outperforming the average law firm growth rate of 5 percent. As in previous years, the Firm outranked the average among its peers in both profits per partner and headcount growth.

**Bowman Brown**, Chairman of Shutts & Bowen’s Executive Committee, attributes continued growth to strong performances in each of the Firm’s major practice areas, and every one of its eight Florida offices. “Our continuous growth over our 110 year history has provided us the accelerated momentum necessary to embark into 2020, which will prove to be a challenging year for the legal industry as whole,” said Brown.

The AmLaw 200, a ranking of the 200 highest-grossing law firms in the United States, is reported by ALM business of law journalists and researchers, and includes details on the financial performance of ranked law firms. For more information on the 2020 AmLaw 200 rankings, [click here](#).

---

**About Shutts & Bowen LLP**

Shutts & Bowen LLP, established in 1910, is a full-service business law firm with approximately 300 lawyers in offices in Fort Lauderdale, Jacksonville, Miami, Orlando, Sarasota, Tallahassee, Tampa and West Palm Beach. Learn more about Shutts & Bowen at [www.shutts.com](http://www.shutts.com).

**Professionals**

Bowman Brown

**Practice Areas**

 Administrative Law and Licensing  
 Anti-Money Laundering
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Antitrust
Appellate
Class Action
Commercial Leasing
Commercial Lending
Community Associations
Complex Loan Workouts
Construction
Corporate
COVID-19 Solutions
Creditors' Rights and Bankruptcy
Cuba Task Force
Cybersecurity and Data Privacy Task Force
Eminent Domain/Inverse Condemnation
Environmental
Equine Law
Financial Services
Government Contracts
Government Law
Health Law & Life Sciences
Hospitality
Immigration
Insurance
Intellectual Property
International Dispute Resolution
Labor and Employment
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Land Use & Zoning
Licensing
Litigation
Private Client Services
Private Funds
Public Finance
Real Estate
Securities Fraud Litigation
Taxation
White Collar Criminal Defense & Governmental Investigations

Offices
Fort Lauderdale
Jacksonville
Miami
Orlando
Sarasota
Tallahassee
Tampa
West Palm Beach